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Visualisation

STOP

Scientific Problem Solving Tools

Visualisation is to make a communication

visible, so that a person could perceive the

message without any additional means.

Example:

Traffic Symbols, Direction Arrows.

Freeze/Sort-out Pipeline/Stock is an almost

unavoidable action required to react to a

complaint. This action ensures that the

customer gets only good products once the

defect has been noticed. This applies even

when the lot is rejected during audit.

Freeze/Sortout 

Pipeline/ Stock

Concession is the act of documenting an

exceptional deviation in quality which would

not jeopardise the function and is also

acceptable to the customer. A continuous

concession would reduce the factor of safety

in our product & therefore is not acceptable.

Concession

LSL

USL

Firewall or 100% sorting-out is an act to

check the deviated characteristic 100% and to

sort out the good, repair and scrap parts.

Care has to be taken to avoid mix-up. In order

to improve the accountability, sorting out has

to be done by the defect generating group.

Information

i
Information is necessary to make the concerned

employees in the organisation aware of the

situation, so that care shall be taken with

immediate effect. Information could be written

or verbal. However, a combination of both has

the best result.

Flow Chart

Control Plan

Flow chart is a graphical representation of a

process flow. It is recommended that the flow

chart be prepared based on the actual condition,

Since, deviations from the planned process flow,

though not desired, are normal. Hence, cross

check the process flow before using an available

chart.

Firewall

100%
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This is a simple technique to ask the question

“Why” five times in sequence, till the root

cause of a problem is reached. If the root

cause is not reached within the 5 “Whys”, then

the answering is not logical. This is the

simplest method to find the root cause.

A comparison of good and bad parts can be done

by checking all the characteristics until the

differences are found. The differences then

serve as a clue to the root cause. This

technique is very effective to find out

totally hidden causes.

Significance is present when the deviation can

no longer be explained as being normal.

Example:

Late coming to work.

Noise in the machine.

Stratification is the act of separating data

according to the designated differentiation

features for further analysis.

Example:

Components from machine A & B, shift I & II.

Brainstorming is a way of finding ideas,

especially spontaneous ones.

Any type of criticism of ideas by other

participants is strictly prohibited. However,

ideas from others may be picked up and

developed further.

Cause and effect diagram is a graphical

representation of organised information. This

could be the result of a brainstorming

activity. Reality tree is the other method.

The availability of a cause and effect diagram

makes the defect cause identification easier.



Scientific Problem Solving Tools

Problem 

Analysis

KT

Kepner and Trugoe technique for problem

analysis suggests to determine the probable

cause by answering the following questions

What (Identity) Is ? Is not ?

Where (Location) Is ? Is not ?

When (Timing) Is ? Is not ?

Extent (Size or Magnitude) Is ? Is not ?

Data 

Collection

Data collection is the basis for all

decisions. Extreme Care must be taken while

collecting data. Therefore following questions

have to be answered before data collection.

Why?; What?; How much?; Where?; Who?; When?; How?

Correlation 

Diagram

Correlation depicts the relationship between

paired data. These are plotted to determine

whether a correlation exists between them. A

Strong correlation exists when all the points

are very close by.

Sequence    

(Run Chart)

Recording and depiction of data in the

sequence in which it occurs is the sequence

chart. Frequently, peculiarities of this time

curve can be detected straight away.

Pareto 

Analysis

Pareto analysis (ABC Analysis) organises the

causes according to their importance. The

principle is:

“Vital few trivial many”

Histogram

Histogram shows data grouped in the form of

rectangular bars (classes) that lie next to

each other. The rectangle lengths are

proportional to the frequencies of data

falling into each classes.

Tally Sheets

A simple way to collect data is with a “Tally

Sheet”. Occurrences or test results are

recorded as tallies which are entered on

prepared forms.
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Scientific Problem Solving Tools

Control charts are forms used to collect and

depict values, statistical quantities or

counting results for comparison with action

limits. Measures are implemented when these

limits exceed. With control charts the

stability of processes can be achieved.

A capability study is conducted to compare the

normal spread of a process with the tolerance.

This comparison can only be made for stable

processes. As a result capability indices are

computed.

Example: Cm, Cmk, Cp, Cpk, Cgm, Cgmk, R&R

Action plan is a graphical representation of

the actions planned against the time scale.

The action plans are very essential to ensure

timely implementation of planned actions.

Kepner and Trugoe decision analysis technique is

based on the “Must” and “Want” objectives of a

decision, to select the best alternative. After

meeting the “Must” objective, the “Want” objectives

are weighted 1 to 10 and 1 to 10 score allocated to

each objective. The alternative with maximum weighted

score (weight x score) is selected.

Kepner and Trugoe potential problem analysis

aims at brainstorming all possible effects of

a planned decision and planning counter

measures to eliminate the undesirable effects.

Check List

✓

✓

✓

Check lists are derived from written

inspection procedures and handling

instructions which are checked off point-by-

point. They make sure that a planned

systematic sequence of work steps is followed.

Cloud

Reality Tree

Conflict cloud is used to understand the

drivers and assumptions in a conflict, so that

win-win solutions can be found.

Reality tree is used logically link all the

undesirable and desirable effects, so as to

get everyone understand the reality uniformly.
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Failure Mode and Effect Analysis is a planning

tool used to anticipate failures (through

brainstorming) and plan for preventive

measures well in advance.

Training, more specifically “On the Job

Training” is a elementary tool for success in

improving quality. The training has to be

documented for reference and to react

correctly in crisis.

Instruction charts are a must to achieve

continuous improvement and standardisation in

the operating procedures. Instruction charts

must be clear, easy to understand and without

ambiguity. An instruction chart is alive when

the chart is being altered very frequently.

Poka-Yoke is the Japanese word for fool

proofing and is absolutely necessary to

achieve zero defects. The ideas for a Poka-

Yoke solution normally originate from the

grass root level or in other words our

employees.

Small closed loop control is absolutely

necessary to achieve zero defects. The

concept is to have a feed back of the

quality at each operation, either from

within the operation or from the next

operation.

Quality Matrix

Quality Matrix is a very easy to understand

method of depicting the various defects

observed as well as the potential ones as the

Y axis and along the X axis the sequence of

operations. The highlighted cells indicate

that the respective characteristic is checked.

The objective is to make sure that every

important characteristic is checked as early

as possible in the value chain



Scientific Problem Solving Tools

Swim-lane-diagram is a methodology for

capturing the flow of information, especially

in the case of services through the various

functions till the desired outcome is

achieved. During this process both SIPOC

(Suppliers, Inputs, Process, Outputs and

Customers) as well as RASIC (Responsible,

Approval, Support, Information and

Collaboration) including the TAT (Turn Around

Time) and Queries are captured.

5S is a basic work organisation philosophy for

sorting, straightening, shining, standardising

and sustaining the work place organisation.

Additionally adding full kitting before

starting and avoiding bad multi-tasking

improves effectiveness.

Celebrating even small successes in front of

all the people is essential to get everyone

involved in sustained continuous improvement.

Recognising and rewarding people even for

small improvements regularly is the key to

sustained continuous improvement

Value Stream Mapping and Design is a

methodology for capturing the flow of products

from the incoming stage to the final finished

stage with the information on the material

flow, information flow and the control loop as

well as the individual process parameters like

set-up time, cycle time, overall equipment

effectiveness, etc.
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Creating a culture of timely escalation for

ensuring the management support to the

individual contributors to accomplish their

goals is the foundation of lean working.


